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Question
Decide which of the following matrices can be added, and which can be








 1 −10 2
1 −3

 ; C =

 4 −1 03 −2 1
5 −6 −7







For each of the matrices, write down its transpose and say which of the
transposed matrices can be multiplied.
Answer



























 1 −3 −30 4 2
1 −7 −5

 ; BD =







 4 −64 −10
−2 4

 ; CC = C2 =


















 1 0−1 2
−2 1










 4 3 5−1 −2 −6
0 1 −7

 ; DT =






AT BT , BT AT , BT CT , BT DT , CT AT , CT CT , DT BT , CT DT .
Note: AT BT = (BA)T =








 1 0 1−3 4 −7
−3 2 −5


2
